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Melee Prowess 

Stalking the Forms 

Cost: 1 WP Requires: Melee 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Varies Type: Supplemental (-1 DV) 

Keywords: Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Melee Mastery 

The character slips into well-honed and long practiced 

combat forms, allowing them a brief reprieve from the 

stresses of combat. The player activates this Feat when 

making a Guard action and its effects continue until the 

character next makes an attack of any kind. 

Every time the character successfully avoids an attack made 

against their Melee Parry DV they may regenerate Heroic 

Reserves equal to their Destiny. Stalking the Forms may not 

activate more times in a tick than the hero’s Wits attribute.  

Quick Riposte 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Melee 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter 

Prerequisite Feats: Stalking the Forms 

Those who attack the hero invite their own death. This Feat 

is activated after using Melee Parry DV and grants a 

counter-attack. (Solar Counterattack, p.194) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stance of the Hungry Void 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Melee 5, Destiny 5 

Duration: until next action Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Quick Riposte 

The hero stands ready to force back any who dare attack. 

Every time the hero uses Melee Parry DV, until their next 

action, they have the opportunity to make a counter-attack. 

(Ready in Eight Directions Stance, p.194) 

Quicksilver Stance 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Melee 2, Destiny 1 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Melee Mastery 

Those who strike first may sometimes end a battle in a 

single blow. The hero may add their Destiny to their Join 

Battle pool. 

Defense of the Iron Raptor 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Melee 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Quicksilver Stance 

In a move designed to surprise and quickly incapacitate a 

foe, the hero is able to throw their weapon, resolved as a 

Melee attack. Range is (Destiny x 8m) and costs 2 HR. 

Additionally, heroes with Destiny 4+ may spend an 

additional 2 HR. This causes the attack to become 



unblockable without Feats or magic. (Iron Raptor 

Technique, p.192) 

Brutal Strike 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Melee 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Melee Mastery 

The hero’s strikes are brutally efficient, tearing through 

armour and flesh with equal ease. The hero activates this 

Feat when making a Melee based attack. Any extra 

successes on the attack roll are counted twice for the 

purpose of raw damage. (Hungry Tiger Technique, p.190) 

Hammer of the Mountain 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Melee 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Brutal Strikes 

The hero demonstrates their strength with a irresistible 

blow. They may spend up to their Strength attribute in 

Heroic Reserves and make a Melee attack. Each point spent 

adds 1 to the post-Soak damage result. (Fire & Stones 

Strike, p.190) 

Stance of the Striking Hawk 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Melee 2 

Duration: Until next action Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Melee Mastery 

The hero adopts a fighting stance suited to quick, precise 

strikes. Their Melee weapon gains +1 Rate and +1 Accuracy 

until the hero’s next action. (One Weapon, Two Blows, 

p.191) 

Dance of 1000 Cuts 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Melee 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Extra Action 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Stance of the Striking Hawk 

Moving smoothly and rapidly, like ice on hot metal, the 

hero burns significant resources to strike an impressive 

flurry of blows. The flurry consists of 1 melee-based attack 

per 3 HR spent, up to a maximum of (Destiny +1). The flurry 

does not incur multiple action penalties, ignores the 

weapon’s Rate, and the DV penalty is only the highest of 

any that apply to 1 attack. (Peony Blossom Attack, p.191) 

Tempest of Iron 

Cost: 5 HR, 1 WP Requires: Melee 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Extra Action 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Dance of 1000 Cuts 

The Tempest of Iron conserves energy but requires an 

extreme focus of will. The Feat consists of a series of melee-

based attacks, up to (Dexterity +1). Tempest of Iron ignores 

a weapon’s Rate, does not incur multiple action penalties, 

and the DV penalty is the highest that applies to any 1 of 

the attacks. (Iron Whirlwind Attack, p.191)  

The Riddle of Steel 

Cost: -- Requires: Melee 5, Destiny 5 

Duration: Permanent Type: Passive 

Keywords: None 

Prerequisite Feats: Tempest of Iron 

The hero has complete control of their weapon and body. 

This Feat gives a permanent +2 bonus to the number of 

attacks that can be made with Dance of 1000 Cuts and 

Tempest of Iron. (Invincible Fury of the Dawn, p.191) 

Archery Prowess 

Charm of the Fletcher 

Cost: -- Requires: Archery 2, Craft (Wood) 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Permanent Type: Passive 

Keywords: None 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Archery Mastery 

The character always seems to have a handful of arrows in 

her quiver, either by chance, conservation or careful 

scrounging. The number of ‘free’ shots that are on hand at 

any given time is equal to the character’s Destiny. This Feat 

cannot manufacture arrows out of thin air, nor will it 

provide extra ammunition for Feats like Raging River Trance 

and Blacken the Sky. 

Crippling Shot 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Archery 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Crippling 

Prerequisite Feats: Charm of the Fletcher 

The archer carefully marks his target before firing a shot at 

a vulnerable extremity. Every time Crippling Shot deals 

damage, the target loses 1 Dexterity, up to a maximum of 

the archer’s Destiny. Characters with 0 Dexterity can do 

nothing but writhe in pain on the battlefield. 
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Dexterity lost from this Feat returns at a rate of 1 per hour. 

This time can be halved with an Intelligence + Healing roll at 

a difficulty equal to the number of points lost. 

The Black Arrow 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Archery 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Charm of the Fletcher 

Some archers are able to channel all of their anger, stress 

and hatred into a single brutal shot. The character spends 

HR and makes a normal archery attack. They may reduce 

the enemy’s DV by 1 per 2 HR spent, or increase the 

damage of the shot by 1 per HR spent. These effects may be 

combined, provided the hero has enough HR. 

A victim’s DV cannot be reduced past their Destiny, nor can 

the hero increase the damage from The Black Arrow by 

more than their own Destiny. 

Arrow on the Wing 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Archery 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords, Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Archery Mastery 

Displaying phenomenal skill, the archer is able to shoot 

enemy missiles out of the air before they reach home. The 

character can effectively Parry against normal missiles using 

their Archery skill. They can apply Arrow on the Wing 

against a number of attacks equal to their Destiny in a given 

tick, each Parry attempt costing 1 HR. 

If the archer’s Destiny is 4+ they can spend 1 extra HR to 

parry missiles fired at others, although the intended target 

must be within (Archery x 5m). 

Vengeful Archer’s Trance 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Archery 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Arrow on the Wing 

The archer is able to unerringly zero in on those that attack 

her. This Feat is activated after using Dodge DV and grants 

an Archery-based counter-attack. 

Rapid Draw Technique 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Archery 2, Destiny 1 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Archery Mastery 

Able to ready their bow and draw an arrow with blinding 

speed, the hero is always prepared for trouble. The 

character may add their Destiny to their Join Battle pool. 

Raging River Trance 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Archery 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Extra Action 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Rapid Draw Technique 

The ideal archer flows with soft and unhesitating grace 

through the motions of firing her weapon. This Feat is a 

heroic flurry of two or more Archery-based attacks. Each 

attack costs 2 HR, including the first, and the character can 

buy up to (her Destiny + 1) attacks. This Feat lets the hero 

make these attacks regardless of the weapon’s Rate, 

without multiple action penalties, and with a DV penalty 

equal to the highest penalty for any one attack. (Trance of 

Unhesitating Speed, p.187)  



Blacken the Sky 

Cost: 8 HR, 1 WP Requires: Archery 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Rapid Draw Technique 

Against a single legendary hero, the armies of unrighteous 

are cut down like wheat before the scythe. This Feat 

enhances an Archery-based attack. The hero can apply this 

attack (for which he rolls only once) against (his Destiny x 3) 

valid targets. He cannot apply this attack to a single person 

or human-sized object more than once, but he can apply it 

repeatedly against the same military unit or larger object. 

This Feat requires that the character have separate 

ammunition for each target. (Arrow Strom Technique, 

p.187) 

Hunter’s Trance 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Archery 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Archery Mastery 

The archer takes careful aim, controlling their breathing, 

becoming one with the target, the arrow and the bow 

before releasing the shot. Activate this Feat when taking an 

Aim action. When the subsequent Archery attack(s) hits, 

the hero regains 1 HR per post-soak damage dealt +1 per 

tick spent aiming (up to a maximum of 3). The hero may not 

gain more than (Destiny x3) HR from each use of this Feat. 

Hawk Eye Shot 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Archery 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant: Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Hunter’s Trance 

The archer’s heart knows the arrow’s path. She spends 3 HR 

and fires a single flawless shot, regardless of distance, 

visibility, weather and other prevailing conditions. This Feat 

nullifies all penalties, except wound and multiple action 

penalties, applying to a single Archery-based attack. 

If the hero has Destiny 3 or higher, she can spend 2 

additional HRs and this Feat will increase the Range of her 

weapon to her maximum visibility range. (There is no Wind, 

p.187) 

Seeking the Empty Mind 

Cost: 1 HR, 1 WP Requires: Archery 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Hawk Eye Shot 

The hero fires a single perfect shot. The character spends 

this Feat’s cost and fires an arrow at a valid target. This Feat 

supplements the player’s Archery roll and guarantees that 

the arrow hits. This Feat can be used in archery contests 

and for trick shots—such as severing a rope from afar—but 

it is most often used in attacks. Resolve such attacks 

normally. If the attack would have missed without this Feat, 

then it hits, calculating its raw damage based on an 

assumption of 0 attack successes. This Feat does not 

change the normal rules for valid targets—shooting “the 

gap in his armor” does not allow the character to bypass 

armor soak, nor does this Feat allow the hero to fire 

through a stone wall or beyond the maximum Range of his 

bow without additional magic. (Accuracy Without Distance, 

p.187) 

 

Thrown Prowess 

Loyal Weapon Technique 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Thrown 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Permanent Type: Innate 

Keywords: Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Thrown Mastery 

The hero has perfected a throwing technique that causes 

her missiles to curve and return to her hands. Any time the 

hero misses with a Thrown attack they may pay 1 HR to 

have the missile return at the end of her action. She must 

have 1 hand free for every two missiles returned in this 

manner. This Feat permanently enhances the hero’s 

prowess and its use does not count as a Feat activation. 

Accuracy Without Distance 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Thrown 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Thrown Mastery 

This Feat enhances a Thrown weapon attack, allowing the 

hero place a shot with great force, such that the Range of 

their weapon is tripled. (Triple Distance Attack Technique, 

p.196) 

Trickster’s Throw 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Thrown 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Accuracy Without Distance 

Able to bank their throw from walls and other obstacles, 

the hero is can strike foes who think themselves protected 

from danger. Every 2 HR spent on Trickster’s Throw allows 
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the hero ignore 1 DV from cover or shields, up to the 

character’s Destiny. 

Unerring Throw 

Cost: 5 HR Requires: Thrown 5, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Accuracy Without Distance 

The hero tracks the movements of her target, predicting 

and analyzing their defenses until unleashing a throw of 

complete accuracy. The Thrown weapon attack used with 

this Feat completely negates a target’s Dodge DV. 

 

Iron Hornet Technique 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Thrown 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Thrown Mastery 

Hurling their weapon with great force, the hero is able to 

inflict grievous wounds on his opponent. Any successes on 

the post-soak damage roll are doubled. 

Joint-wounding Technique 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Thrown 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, Crippling 

Prerequisite Feats: Iron Hornet Technique 

The hero throws her weapon, lodging it in vulnerable joints. 

Each time Joint-wounding Technique deals damage the 

victim loses 1 point from Strength or Dexterity (attacker’s 

choice). Characters with 0 Dexterity or Strength may 

perform no action except huddling in pain. The hero may 

not reduce an Attribute by more than their Destiny score. 

Attributes damaged by Joint-wounding Technique will 

return at the end of the scene, or when the weapon is 

removed. Removing a weapon costs a miscellaneous action 

during combat. (Joint Wounding Attack, p.195) 

Unfaltering Haste 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Thrown 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Thrown Mastery 

The hero is always prepared for action, her throwing 

weapons within easy reach at all times. She may add                  

Destiny to her Join Battle pool. 

Hornet’s Vengeance 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Thrown 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Unfaltering Haste 

Going beyond just avoiding attacks, Hornet’s Vengeance 

allows the character to turn it back on the attacker. When 

the hero is the target of a Thrown Weapon attack he is 

aware of, he may oppose it with (Dexterity + Thrown) 

instead of a normal Dodge or Parry. If this roll exceeds the 

opponent’s roll the missile is reversed, striking the attacker 

with as many successes as the hero’s threshold. 

Even if the attack is not successful, the attack is reduced by 

the number of successes scored by the hero. 

Characters with Destiny of 4+ may pay an extra 1 HR to 

apply this Feat to Archery based attacks. 

Concealed Strike 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Thrown 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 



Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Unfaltering Haste 

Oft times the best defense is to remain unseen. This Feat 

allows a character to make a Thrown attack without their 

action being detected. Anyone looking at the hero using 

Concealed Strike must make a (Perception + Alertness) roll, 

difficulty of the hero’s Destiny, to notice the attack. Each 

use of this Feat in a scene reduces the difficulty by 1.  

Those who aren’t looking at the character when the attack 

is made have no chance of determining its origin. 

(Observer-deceiving Attack, p.195) 

Silence of the Assassin 

Cost: 3 HR, 1 WP Requires: Thrown 5, Destiny 5 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords:  

Prerequisite Feats: Concealed Strike 

This is a Feat of silent death that is rightly feared 

throughout the world. The character makes an attack on an 

enemy that renders them incapable of sounding an alarm. 

So complete is the silence inflicted by this Feat, that even if 

they dropped a lantern or fell from a wall, they would make 

no noise. The affliction lasts for one of the hero’s actions 

per 3 HR they paid when the Feat was activated. The action 

in which the attack was made counts as the first. Should the 

attack kill the target, no one will notice the target’s death 

until the Feat expires. The corpse usually remains standing, 

and a combination of circumstances, dramatic necessity 

and perfect timing and execution on the hero’s part keeps 

the target’s companions from noticing the death. (Mist on 

Water Attack, p.195) 

Unarmed Prowess 

Strength of the Tower-born 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Form, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Unarmed Mastery 

The training Masters of the Tower developed an unarmed 

fighting style specifically suited to the needs of the Tower 

Cohorts. Based around painful joint-locks and crippling 

holds, the style has spread throughout the armed forces of 

the Empire, and all Legionnaires receive at least minimal 

training in its use. 

While Strength of the Tower-born is active, every time the 

hero successfully clinches an opponent, or begins their 

action in control of a clinch, they may regain up to their 

Destiny in Heroic Reserves. Strength of the Tower-born may 

not be active at the same time as Strength of the First-born 

or Strength of the Mountain-born. 

Endurance of the Legion 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Unarmed 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Until next action Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the Tower-born 

The Tower-born style was developed for use on a battle-

field and its adherents train in armour to enhance their 

endurance, and better accustom them to fighting while so 

encumbered. Each 1 HR spent on this Feat, up to the 

character’s Destiny, allows the hero to ignore 1 point of 

Mobility penalties for wearing armour, until their next 

action. Strength of the Tower-born must be active to use 

this Feat. 

Iron Tower Technique 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the Tower-born 

The Younglings of the Tower are required to pass several 

tests before they can be considered for one of the battle 

Cohorts. Among them is the Rite of the Iron Tower, where 

they must crush an ale barrel using only the strength of 

their arms. Applying this technique to an opponent can 

easily and decisively end a fight. 

When crushing a clinched opponent, the hero counts all 

extra successes twice for the purpose of raw damage. 

Strength of the Tower-born must be active to use this Feat. 

Sudden Reversal Technique 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Unarmed 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Iron Tower Technique 

The battlefield is fluid and chaotic, and troopers of the 

Cohorts must be able to adapt to sudden attacks. 

Whenever the hero is the target of an Unarmed attack they 

may, in lieu of using Parry or Dodge DV, reflexively resist 

the attack by rolling (Dexterity + Unarmed). If they are 

successful the opponent is immediately held in a clinch, just 

as if the hero had attacked. The victim becomes inactive, 

and the hero next acts in 6 ticks. The character may crush, 

hold or throw the opponent as normal. 

If the character’s Destiny is 4+ they may spend an 

additional 1 HR to apply this technique against Melee based 

attacks. Strength of the Tower-born must be active in order 

to use this Feat. 
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Immobilizing Joint-Lock 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Crippling, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Iron Tower Technique 

A specialty of the Tower’s fighting style is painful joint-locks 

to elbows and knees. Careful application of these 

techniques can hamper even the strongest opponent. 

Any time the character inflicts damage by crushing a 

clinched opponent, they may also reduce the victim’s 

Dexterity by 1, up to a maximum loss of the attacker’s 

Destiny. Characters with Dexterity 0 may do nothing more 

than clutch their wounded limb and writhe in pain. 

Dexterity damage from this Feat returns at a rate of 1 per 

hour, twice as fast after a successful (Intelligence + Healing) 

check at a difficulty equal to the points lost. 

Strength of the First-born 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Form, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Unarmed Mastery 

The fighting arts of the Elves have been largely lost to the 

vagaries of time, but the core of their fighting philosophy is 

kept alive by a handful of adherents. Focused on speed and 

strength, proponents of the First-born styles attempt to 

overwhelm their opponents with a lightning fast attack that 

gives no mind to defense. 

While Strength of the First-born is active, the hero may 

regain 1 HR per Unarmed attack they make as part of a 

flurry. A character may gain no more than their Destiny in 

Heroic Reserves in a tick. Additionally, their Unarmed 

attacks have their Rate improved by +1. This Feat may not 

be active at the same time as Strength of the Tower-born or 

Strength of the Mountain-born. 

Speed of the Ancients 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the First-born 

The ability to close on an opponent and dispatch them 

before they have time to draw steel is a hallmark of Elven 

unarmed fighting styles. The character may add their 

Destiny to their Join Battle pool. This Feat does not require 

Strength of the First-born to be active. 

Shadow Hand Striking 

Cost: 3 HR, 1 WP Requires: Unarmed 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Extra-action 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the First-born 

The Elven arts of battle bring an unrelenting punishment to 

their enemies. This Feat is a flurry of many Unarmed-based 

attacks. The hero makes a total number of attacks equal to 

(her Destiny + 1). This Feat lets the character make these 

attacks regardless of Rate, without multiple action penalties 

and with a DV penalty equal to the highest penalty for any 

one attack. She must make all of her attacks against the 

same target. 

This Feat requires that Strength of the First-born be active, 

but the character may not benefit from that Feat when 

they use Shadow Hand Striking. The character may not use 

‘martial arts’ weapons with this Feat. 

Hammer Hand Striking 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the First-born 

Few can stand before the hatred-fueled blows of the 

Ancients. The character’s Unarmed attacks this action inflict 

Lethal damage. If the hero’s attacks would normally inflict 

lethal damage, from using a martial arts weapon for 

example, then they may add their Destiny to their post-

Soak pool instead.  

This Feat may be combined with Dagger Hand Striking, as 

an exception to the normal rules. Strength of the First-born 

must be active in order to use this Feat. 

Dagger Hand Striking 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Supplemental 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Hammer Hand Striking 

Proponents of the Elven fighting styles train for days on end 

to strengthen their fingers and toes to the point that their 

strikes can punch through steel plate. The character’s 

Unarmed attacks this action will have the Piercing ability. If 

they are already Piercing, for whatever reason, then the 

hero may add their Destiny to their post-Soak damage pool 

instead. 

This Feat may be combined with Hammer Hand Striking, as 

an exception to the normal rules. Strength of the First-born 

must be active in order to use this Feat. 



Strength of the Mountain-born 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Form, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Any Unarmed Mastery 

The warrior monks of the Orrenai, secluded in their 

mountain temples, have perfected countless fighting forms 

over the centuries. Most are derived from observations of 

the various animals that share the Surayan highlands. The 

Mountain-born styles favour defensive techniques coupled 

with devastating counter attacks. 

While Strength of the Mountain-born is active the character 

may regain 1 HR each time they avoid an attack using their 

Unarmed Parry DV. The character may only regain up their 

Destiny per tick. Strength of the Mountain-born may not be 

active at the same time as Strength of the Tower-born or 

Strength of the First-born. 

 

Stalking Tiger Riposte 

Cost: 2 HR Requires: Unarmed 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the Mountain-born 

The tigers of the southern Surayan mountains are fearless 

and cunning, circling their prey until an opening presents 

itself, often waiting until the prey attacks before striking 

with devastating finality. Whenever the hero uses their 

Unarmed Parry DV against an attack, they may make an 

immediate counter-attack. Strength of the Mountain-born 

must be active in order to use this Feat. 

 

Sand & Stone 

Cost: 4 HR, 1 WP Requires: Unarmed 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Scene Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the Mountain-born 

Years of conditioning in the often brutal terrain of the 

Orrenai temples has hardened the hero’s body. Upon 

activating this Feat the character adds their (Destiny +1) to 

their natural Lethal & Bashing soak. The character may not 

use this Feat while wearing armour, and must have 

Strength of the Mountain-born active. 

 

 

 

Silent Scorpion Defense 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Unarmed 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Strength of the Mountain-born 

The silent grey scorpions that dwell in the hills below the 

mountain temples are masters of fending away attacks 

from their much larger prey. The character may use their 

Unarmed Parry against lethal melee weapons without the 

use of weapons or stunts. Strength of the Mountain-born 

must be active in order to use this Feat. 

Striking Mantis Defense 

Cost: 1 HR Requires: Unarmed 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Reflexive 

Keywords: Combo, Counter, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Silent Scorpion Defense 

Acting almost faster than the eye can see, the hero using 

Striking Mantis Defense is able to deflect arrows and spears 

with their bare hands. The character may use their 

Unarmed Parry DV against Archery and Thrown based 

attacks. If the character’s Destiny is 5+, they may pay +1 HR 

to apply this Feat against ranged magical attacks. 

Strength of the Mountain-born must be active in order to 

use this Feat. 

Leadership Prowess 

Call to Glory 

Cost: 5 HR, 1WP Requires: War 2, Destiny 2 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (-2 DV, 5 long ticks) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: None 

The hero’s ability to muster others to his cause is second to 

none. The hero attempts to persuade everyone who can 

hear him to join him in righteous violence, his player rolling 

(Charisma + [Performance or War]). This Charm organizes 

all characters whom the character successfully persuades 

and who do not resist the persuasion into an unordered 

military unit under the hero’s direction. This unit dissolves if 

the character abandons it for more than 15 long ticks. 

The maximum size of the unit is the character’s (Destiny x 

10) as a mob of non-heroic extras, or the character’s 

Destiny as an organized unit of independent characters. If 

the unit is mixed, each independent character that joins 

counts as 10 extras. (Fury-Inciting Presence, p.197) 

 



Command: Volley! 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: War 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Call To Glory 

Calling upon those under his command, the hero is able to 

coordinate their attacks into a single devastating volley. A 

unit affected by this Feat will all fire their Archery or 

Thrown attacks at the same time, the tick after the Feat is 

activated. 

If the unit is a mob, reduce the target’s DV by the leader’s 

Destiny. If the unit is comprised of independent characters 

then each attack after the first reduces the target’s DV by 1, 

just as if the unit had made a flurry attack. This Feat may 

not be combined with Extra Action Feats, but may be part 

of a flurry. The hero himself does not participate in the 

Volley! 

 

Command: Shield Wall! 

Cost: 4 HR Requires: War 4, Destiny 3 

Duration: Until next action Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious  

Prerequisite Feats: Command: Volley! 

The hero urges her troops into a defensive formation, 

presenting an impenetrable wall of shields to the enemy. 

The unit commanded by the character gains a defensive 

bonus of +1 DV per 4 Heroic Reserves spent, up to a 

maximum bonus equal to the character’s Destiny. 

At least half of the commanded troops must be equipped 

with a shield, and the rest must be behind those so 

equipped. Once the shield wall is in place, no member of 

the unit may move without losing the defensive bonus. 

Presence of the Battle-master 

Cost: 3 HR, 1 WP Requires: War 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Instant Type: Simple (1 long tick) 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, War 

Prerequisite Feats: Call To Glory 

The Battle-master’s forces know his will. The hero calls out 

an order or message. It is still conveyed by his voice, his 

signal or by relays, but the message is effectively 

instantaneous—his troops find themselves reacting almost 

as an extension of the character’s desires. This Charm 

conveys a message up to 12 words in length to one or more 

loyal units within (Destiny x 200m) and guarantees that the 

message is clearly understood. This can have a dramatic 

effect when an army must react quickly to changing 

circumstances. 

The number of units that can be ordered in this fashion is 

equal to the hero’s War. (Commanding the Ideal Celestial 

Army, p.197) 
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Timely Reports 

Cost: 5 HR, 1 WP Requires: War 5, Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (1 long tick) 

Keywords: Combo, Obvious, War 

Prerequisite Feats: Presence of the Battle-master 

Good communication on the battlefield is essential for 

breaking the fog of war and ensuring victory. This Feat 

allows the character strategic knowledge of all units  under 

her command, within (Destiny  x 1km). Such knowledge 

includes their location relative to each other and major 

landmarks, their combat readiness and the general 

disposition of any enemy forces they are in contact with.  

The units tracked by this Feat must include a sub-

commander of some description, or a messenger. 

Independent characters operating in concert with the 

hero’s forces are included, but independent extras are not. 

The maximum number of units that can be tracked by this 

Feat is no more than the hero’s (War x 2). (General of the 

All-Seeing Sun, p.197) 

Aura of Command 

Cost: 7 HR, 1 WP Requires: Presence 3, Destiny 2 

Duration: Story Type: Simple (5 long ticks) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, Social 

Prerequisite Feats: None 

The Great Captains each have a distinctive style of 

command, and this rubs off on their subordinates. This Feat 

promotes a character under the hero’s control to a position 

of subordinate leadership. When the target believes herself 

to be acting or speaking in the hero’s name, her player adds 

the hero’s Destiny in dice to Presence rolls made for the 

character. 

The Heroic Reserves spent on this Feat are committed until 

the target is relieved of duty, or is otherwise no longer 

acting on the hero’s behalf. A captain may have a number 

of subordinates equal to their Conviction at any given time. 

(Underling Promoting Touch, p.204) 

Courageous Inspiration 

Cost: 4 HR Requires: Presence 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple (-2 DV, 1 long tick) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Aura of Command 

The hero leads by example and exhortation, inspiring his 

troops to charge in to danger. This Feat affects a unit under 

the character’s control, including independent characters 

that are acting as part of the unit. The hero commits 4 HR 

and makes a (Charisma + Presence) roll against the highest 

Courage in his unit. Success imparts bonus Bruised Health 

Levels to a mob, equal to the character’s Destiny. 

Independent characters in the unit gain a single Bruised 

Health Level. 

Extra Health Levels granted by Courageous Inspiration fade 

at the end of the scene or when the hero leaves the unit, 

whichever comes first. If an individual leaves the unit 

before the effect expires they lose the benefit of this Feat 

immediately.  

Stemming the Tide 

Cost: 4 HR, 1 WP Requires: Presence 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Until next action Type: Simple (-2 DV) 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious, War 

Prerequisite Feats: Courageous Inspiration 

The glory of the Great Captains steadies those who follow 

them. The hero can target up to her Destiny in military units 

or (Destiny x 10) scattered individuals with this Feat. The 

hero chooses the targets insofar as she cares to specify; 

otherwise, this Feat affects the closest non-enemy targets. 

Individual targets must be able to see or hear the character. 

Targeted units must be able to see or hear some sort of 

hero-sent signal. This Feat causes targets to succeed 

automatically on all Courage rolls. If used in the instant one 

or more targets fail a Courage roll, this Feat allows the 

targets that failed to reroll, but the reroll does not 

automatically succeed. This Feat’s effects last until the 

hero’s next combat or mass combat action. (Rout-

Stemming Gesture, p.197) 

Unbearable Taunt 

Cost: 3 HR Requires: Presence 3, Destiny 3 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: None 

The hero’s jibes and taunts are of such quality that the 

victim must act immediately or appear extremely weak. 

Make a (Manipulation + Presence) roll against the target’s 

Social or Mental DV. Success counts as mundane influence 

and causes the victim to suffer -2 to all actions not directed 

at the hero, and -1 DV against all but the hero. 

Valor-breaking Battlecry 

Cost: 5 HR, 1 WP Requires: Presence 4, Destiny 4 

Duration: Scene Type: Simple 

Keywords: Combo, Influence, Obvious 

Prerequisite Feats: Unbearable Taunt 

Few can face a Great Captain in combat without the icy grip 

of fear around their heart. The hero shouts a war-cry that 

will rattle even the most experienced soldiers by making a 

(Charisma + Presence) roll. This roll applies against the 

Courage of each target. Any that are affected cannot attack 



the character without spending Willpower, and those that 

do are at -1 to actions and -1 DV. 

This Feat counts as mundane influence. It can affect a 

number of individuals equal to the character’s Destiny, or a 

mob of up (Destiny x 10) members. 

 

 


